
Refugees and migrants 
under custody –
Detention Centers

MEDICAL INTERVENTION



Our Organization

´ Established: 2004
´ Aiming: Defend the right to live with dignity
´ Members: Doctors, Nurses, Psychologists, Social 

Workers, Sociologists, Volunteers
´ Address: Dim. Margari 5Α, Athens, 11525
´ Τel.: (0030) 210 67 222 67
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Intake-Social History

Ø Why is it important

Ø Difficulties and obstacles
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Procedures in Detention Centers

� Willing to stay in Greece

� Willing to return in country of
origin

� Willing to travel to another
European country

� Asking about time of detention
and police procedures

Information about the 
following procedures

Information about 
deportation

Information about 
Dublin ΙΙ
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Information about Political Asylum

´ Asking whether he is willing to stay in Greece and apply 
for political asylum

´ Informing about who has the right for refugee status

´ Informing about the procedure during the interview

´ Informing about his rights in case of rejection

´ Informing about the possibility of remaining in custody, 
in case he applied for asylum while in custody

´ Informing about his rights in case he is an asylum seeker 
and no more in custody. 

´ Making sure that he has understood all of the above.
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Information about deportation

´ Detainer’s consent
´ Investigation of whether there is a passport

or any other legal documents
´ Further information depending on each

case.
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Most common mentioned 
symptoms

Ø No sleep
Ø My heart is in pain
Ø I tremble
Ø I am anxious
Ø I can’t stand any more
Ø I want to go out
Ø I was bitten
Ø You are the only one who can help me
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Intervention - Not therapy

ØContact
ØActive hearing
Ø Information
Ø Support
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Ø Emergency cases

Ø Depression

Ø Referral to a shelter 

Ø Human trafficking 

Ø Physical violence

Ø Embassies 
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CASE MANAGEMENT-
DETENTION CENTER FOR 
MINORS, AMYGDALEZA

GROUPS

´ Dance/free expression
´ Greek lessons 
´ Musical instruments
´ Conversations
´ Playing on the map
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Case Management
Shelter

´ Detection of persons willing to be transferred to a 
shelter

´ Informing about the fact that he must apply for 
asylum

´ Informing about the following procedures
´ Informing about his rights and responsibilities in the 

shelters 



Case Management
Shelter

´ Informing police about the demand for shelter
´ Communication between social service and the

ministry about the necessary documents and
medical examinations.

´ Doctor referral for the needed medical
examinations in a public hospital

´ Informing police in case a shelter is found
´ Transfer to shelter, if possible



Case Management
Human trafficking

� Informing about our role and about confidentiality 
� Detection of whether he wants to speak to police special 

department for his protection
� Detection of whether the victim has, or he is aware of data 

that proves his story
� Provision of informative brochure from anti-trafficking service in 

their mother tongue, when possible 
� Informing about procedures of anti-trafficking service
� Informing that procedures are time consuming and that they 

might be asked the same questions over and over again
� Support from Medin’s psychosocial service



Case Management
Physical abuse

´ Investigating why and when the incident took place
´ Investigating whether there are marks of the abuse and 

whether referral to hospital is necessary
´ Investigating whether the person himself is willing to report the 

incident
´ Informing project manager for the incident
´ Investigating whether the incident is recorded in police files of 

incidents
´ Taking guidance from project manager for further case 

management



Case Management

´ Panic disorder
´ Hysteria
´ Psychosis
´ Violence and self-destructing behavior
´ Withdrawal syndrom



Common symptom in panic 
and hysteric attacks

Ø Tachycardia / chest pain
Ø Dizziness
Ø Trembling
Ø Seizures
Ø Feeling cold
Ø Intense sweating
Ø Stomach churning
Ø Stomachache
Ø Headache
Ø Vomit



Panic/hysteric attack 
management

Ø Securing the person
Ø Naming the situation, sharing and collecting 

information
Ø Offering support – I offer something that he can 

rely on (both literally and metaphorically)
ü “I am here to help. Do…./ Don’t….. We will be 

together”
ü Careful body contact (e.g. holding his hand)
ü Being present through his crisis
ü Asking for help
ü Giving guidance for later on / Commitment



Team work

Ø Prioritizing 

Ø Informing

Ø Common policy towards police and detainers

Ø Groups meetings on a regular basis



Frustration

´ The field itself (detention, bureaucracy, 
communication difficulties)

´ Lack of space, time and providence
´Anger from both detainers and the 

police towards us
´Refusal of cooperation (both from 

detainers and the police) 
´Many things happen simultaneously
´ The way beneficiaries thank you
´Delayed payment



How can professionals be 
supported

Ø Support in the field
Ø Other daily activities
Ø Bracketing off



Collaborated for this 
presentation

´Kato Ioanna – Psychologist
´Zerva Eleytheria – Psychologist
´Chaziri Kalliopi – Sociologist, 

Criminologist
´Panopoulou Emilia – Social Worker
´Saitaki Sofia - Social Worker



Thank you!
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